College Essay Don’ts
College essay plays a central role in your college application. It is the piece of writing that helps
one stand out in a crowd of students who have performed well in their academics and
extracurriculars.
Students from the United States (US), United Kingdom (UK), United Arab Emirates (UAE), Australia (AU),
and Canada (CA) can hire the best essay writers and get professional writing help from youressaywriter.net.

You are definitely not alone in this process. You can rope in the help and advice of your parents,
siblings, and friends as well. You can also try online writing and editing services, that provide
you with an essay writer who can help and guide you on your essay journey.
Writing college essays can be a daunting task: the word limit is your enemy at first and so are
the many essay-prompts, and you can’t get yourself to start early and plan ahead.
When you gather your courage and start working on the essay without the know-how and any
advice from an education counselor, a teacher, or your peers, you end up starting an essay that
will be under par. You can do better on your essays if you avoid these certain pitfalls:
Essaywriterforme.com is the best pick for students in the United States (US), United Kingdom (UK), United
Arab Emirates (UAE), Australia (AU), and Canada (CA) who need professional writers to write essays for
them.

1. Don’t be a grandiose thinker
It’s easy to mistake the essay for an opportunity to showcase and channel the
personality of a thinker or an influencer ready to burst forth with a talk upon world culture
and history.
The admission officers are not there to be lectured upon generalized topics, such as
these, by a soon to be high school graduate. They have no interest in the topic, they are
looking to know about you, about your character, and how you can be a fit for their
institution.
While it’s great to have philosophized on topics like many thinkers before you, but the
college essay just isn’t the right place to do it. You can showcase your studiousness and
your critical thinking through the means of your experiences and a life story about you;
not through a practical demonstration that takes up precious space in your essay.

2.

Don’t break the third wall

You will be tempted to take risks, to stand apart, but some risks make you stand apart in
a bad light. Such an instance is when you break the Third Wall equivalent for a college
essay. By that I mean when you talk about yourself writing the essay.
For example: “I haven’t been able to start my college essay, but waking up today as I
looked at the blank sheet of paper, I thought ‘what better way to start the essay…”
Statements such as these, serve no purpose and weigh down the essay. In fact, the
admission officer will scoff at it, rejecting it right there.

3.

Don’t Quote
Though it’s tempting to quote something that means much to you; maybe you feel like
the saying, the quote speaks for you and you couldn’t find any better words to explain it.
The good thing about this is that at least you know what you want to communicate in the
essay. Many don’t even know that and have to continue their essays without it. Your only
problem is thinking that you can’t better word the message.
I hate to break it to you, but you will have to try. You have all the time in the world.
Putting the message out there through a story or an experience is far better, as it reveals
more about your character that way.

4.

Don’t lay your cards at the start
Lastly, a pitfall that many students fall into at the beginning of the essay is robbing the
essay of a buildup. An essay that announces what the resolution of the student is before
going into the life experiences and the challenges is a weak essay, not out of the quality
of writing or the content, but only because of the wrong placement of thoughts.

Writemyessayfast.net provides fast and affordable essay solutions to students from across the world,
including the United States (US), United Kingdom (UK), Australia (AU), United Arab Emirates (UAE) and
Canada (CA).

“I have realized that one can leave a large impact by communicating science more than
practicing it.”
Sentences such as these, leave nothing to be unraveled later on. The evaluator will read
like your essay but will naturally fail to enjoy it.
Students from the United Kingdom (UK), United States (US), Australia (AU), United Arab Emirates (UAE),
Cyprus (CY) and Canada (CA) can get professional help from Freeessaywriter.net to write their paper the
way it should be done!

